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Introduction 

 
 

Many coloured pencil artists, myself included, really love the look of a black and white 

portrait, but because we are so used to working with coloured pencils, working with 

graphite can feel like a challenge. I created this tutorial to show you how you can still 

achieve the look of a black and white portrait whilst using your beloved coloured pencils.  

You will find the original reference for our our striking model on Pixabay.  

 

I chose to do this portrait on Canson Ash Grey smooth mat board 

https://www.eckersleys.com.au/products/canson-mount-board. This particular brand of 

mat board may be difficult to source in some countries such as the US, but you can use 

any archival smooth mat board and still get the same results. You can also try Strathmore 

Museum Mounting Board in Gray or Crescent Select Conservation Solids Mat Board in 

Gray. Both of these mat boards are sold in large sheets and so it is often worth a visit to 

your local framers to see if they have any offcuts which they are usually happy to sell very 

cheaply. If you are planning to sell or exhibit your artwork, then it is very important to 

check with your framer which brands are acid free and archival. 

 

Mat board and Mount board are essentially the same thing – it just depends on which 

country you live in. The UK tend to refer to it as Mount Board and in the US, it is more 

commonly referred to as Mat Board. The thing I love about mat board is that it takes a 

whole lot of punishment, won’t buckle if you like to use solvents or watercolour pencils 

(so long as you aren’t doing very wet washes), it takes multiple layers but is still perfect 

for rendering very fine detail. 

 

Grey or Gray coloured mat board can make it easier to render a black and white portrait 

because you already have that grey base and you don’t have to worry about reserving your 

whites. You might prefer to do this portrait on a white surface, in which case you may 

need to adjust the greys you use to ensure that the portrait doesn’t look too cool. A grey 

surface also allows you to use white transfer paper which means that your white will stay 

clean without any graphite or darker colours to make them turn grubby. 

 

This tutorial has been completed using mostly Polychromos with a white Luminance and a 

Black and White Verithin. If you would like to know which pencils to substitute from your 

own brands to complete this tutorial, you may find these Coloured Pencil Conversion 

Charts helpful. At the end of this tutorial you will find a list of all my tutorials with links 

through to my website at www.karenhullart.com and as a thank you for purchasing this kit 

you are welcome to use the code 5ed7c490b3 for a 10% discount on your next purchase. 

 

 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/portrait-people-woman-fashion-face-3223971/
https://www.eckersleys.com.au/products/canson-mount-board
http://www.dickblick.com/products/strathmore-museum-mounting-board/
http://www.dickblick.com/products/strathmore-museum-mounting-board/
http://www.dickblick.com/products/crescent-select-conservation-solids-matboard/
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/
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Reference Photo 
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Materials 
 

• 5x7 inch Canson Pastel Grey Mat / Mount board (or equivalent as per introduction) 

You can do this piece larger if you prefer and I have provided a larger line drawing and 

reference for this purpose. 

• Coloured pencils 

o Faber Castell Polychromos: 101 White, 181 Payne’s Grey, 199 Black, 223 

Deep Red, 230 Cold Grey I, 231 Cold Grey II, 232 Cold Grey III, 233 Cold 

Grey IV, 234 Cold Grey V, 235 Cold Grey VI, 271 Warm Grey I, 272 Warm 

Grey III, 273 Warm Grey IV 

o Prismacolor Verithins (PV): Black, White 

o Caran D’ache Luminance (CDL): 001 White, 009 Black, 589 Crimson 

Alizarin 

• White Transfer paper 

• Drafting film or tracing paper 

• Gamsol Odorless Mineral Spirits 

• An old watercolour paintbrush 

• Fixative (optional) 

• Paper towel (to rest your hand on) 

• Soft brush to remove pencil dust 

• Slice Pen knife (this is completely optional and is used to scratch out fine hairs). 

The Slice Pen knife has a ceramic blade and is available from Dick Blicks. This 

knife has a less damaging blade than an exacto knife. 

 

 
 

 

Use your preferred method for transferring the image from the reference photo to your 

surface area. I use drafting film and a light box to get an initial outline and then use a sharp 

tool such as a needle or a needle punch tool like the one pictured and some graphite 

transfer paper and then go around my outline on the drafting film to transfer it to the mat 

board. 

 

 

 

http://www.dickblick.com/products/slice-pen-cutter/
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The Line Drawing 
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The Left Eye 
 

 
 

The first thing we do with the eyes is to use the Luminance and, using a firm pressure 

of about 4 to 5, apply it to the whites of the eyes and the highlights in the pupil. If you 

do this after you have added in your black outlines, then you run the risk of your black 

blending into your white areas as you can see has happened in the highlight of the right 

eye below. So, to keep our whites nice and clean it is best to render them first. 

 

I then like to use the (PV) black to lightly mark out anywhere I am going to be doing 

black lines as black can be so unforgiving if you make any mistakes and need to erase. 

Once you are happy with the placement of you outline and the upper eyelid creases, 

then take your (FC) black and press firmly with a pressure of 5 to fill in all the tooth of 

the surface and give a rich opaque black. 
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The Right Eye 

Do the same thing for the right eye as we just did for the left eye. 

 

Once you have marked in the black areas of the eyes, use your whites to mark in the 

lightest areas. I treat the three different whites almost like three different colours so 

where you want a fairly transparent white, use the Verithin, for most areas that appear 

white I use the Polychromos white and then for the very whitest areas and highlights I 

use the Luminance white which is the opaquest of the three. In the image above and 

below the (PV) White was used to mark in the light along the creases below the eye. 

The (FC) white was used on the upper and lower eyelids and then the (CDL) White 

was used in the very corner of the eye.  

 

You can see some dark textures on the upper and lower eyelids going out from the 

black sections and into the white. For these areas, I like to use the (PV) Black and a 

pressure of about 1 or 2 and apply shading with light circular strokes. 

In this image above, we start to use greys to render the skin tones. I always use circular 

strokes when rendering skin and start with very loose light strokes and then build up to 

firmer, tighter circles as you reach the upper layers and are ready to fill in the tooth of 

your surface. 
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 The eyebrow hairs were mostly added using the (PV) Black and using a pressure of 2 

to 3 were applied closely following the direction and placement of the eyebrow hairs in 

the reference. Once you are happy with the overall look of your eyebrow you can use 

the (FC) Black to add darker hairs and intensify the overall look. I then from lightest to 

darkest using all the cool greys from the Polychromos range and add in the shadows 

around the upper eyelid. The highlight at the top (just below the brow) is rendered in 

(FC) Cold Grey I, you then move to (FC) Cold Grey II as you get down to the shadow 

in the middle of the eyelid and that shadow is rendered using (FC) Cold Grey III. 

Moving back towards the base of the eyebrow and you will shift to using (FC) Cold 

Grey IV, (FC) Cold Grey V and then (FC) Cold Grey IV and (FC) Payne’s Grey are 

used on the very darkest sections under the brow and just above the eyelid crease. 

 

Once you have done all the rendering of skin tones around your eyes and eyelids, it is 

time to go back in and add the lashes. Once again, because I don’t trust the steadiness 

of my hand, I usually add these in first using the (PV) and a sharp point. Press firmly 

and then flick you pencil and lift off as you get to then ends of the lashes so that they 

taper to a fine point. Once you are happy with the placement and look of your lashes 

you can go back over the base of your lashes with the sharp (FC) Black and darken any 

that need to be darkened or made thicker. Be sure to keep your lashes curved, rather 

than straight and also be careful not to add too many. The lashes on the lower lid are 

quite sure and it is important to study the direction shift of the lashes as you move 

around the eye. 

Work the right eye in the same way that we did the left eye but with some subtle 

differences. The eyebrow hairs are more evident on this eyebrow so be sure to add 

some clearly defined hairs using a sharp point on your (FC) Black once you have all 

the underlying skin worked up. You can see some very faint horizontal crease lines on 

the upper lid on the right-hand side near the eyebrow and to add these in I used the 

(FC) White with a sharp point. The surface I am working on is more of a warm grey 

than a cool grey and so I am compensating in my skin tones by using mostly cool 

greys. You may have to adjust this slightly depending on the colour of your underlying 
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surface. I used all cool greys on the upper eyelids but as we move to the under eye area 

I felt there was a shift to warmer greys and so this part of the skin was rendered with a 

combination of the cool and warm greys. For most areas of skin, I started with mid 

tones such as (FC) Cool Grey III and (FC) Cool Grey IV and mixed it with some (FC) 

Warm Grey III.  

 

The lighter sections of skin have had a very light application of (FC) white applied in 

loose circular strokes and I then went back with a sharpened tip and pressing quite 

firmly added in the pores that are evident below the eyes. It is so important to look for 

these details and textures if you are wanting to achieve any degree of realism in your 

portraits so try to train your eye to look for them, even if it means reaching for a 

magnifying glass so that you can see them better.  

 

Once thing you might notice, when working with the Polychromos Cool Greys is that I 

and II have a slight bluish tinge to them so I am quite careful where I use these. You 

can see that this is evident just about where I have used in the shadows under the eyes. 

 

The Forehead 
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At a glance, you might think that the forehead is a quick and easy section to work on 

but if you look closely at the photo there are quite a few interesting textures going on 

with the forehead and I tried to render these as closely as possible. The first step with 

the forehead was to use the (CDL) White and apply a reasonable layer to the entire 

forehead with a pressure of 3-4. Notice how I haven’t tried to fill in every bit of tooth at 

this stage. I am simply laying the foundations for my forehead. I then used the (PV) 

Black and marked in all the sections around the top of the forehead and headband that 

would need to be blocked in black. The (FC) Black is then used with a heavy pressure 

(5) to block in all the darkest sections of the shadow where the headband meets the 

head.  

 

I then used the (FC) Cold Grey III and (FC) Cold Grey IV to bring some of those 

shadows down onto the head with circular strokes. Sharpen the point of you (FC) Cold 

Grey II and gently drawn in the forehead creases. As you move back down towards the 

eyes, continue to shade between the eyes with the same greys you have been using but 

add a little (FC) Warm Grey III for warmth. 
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You might need to look closely on this one to see the tiny vertical and horizontal 

textures that appear on the upper forehead of our lady. I used the (FC) Cold Grey III 

with a sharp tip and a pressure of 1 or 2 to lightly draw these lines in. You don’t want 

them to be obvious to your viewer until they come in close to your portrait. The lines 

curve down slightly from the top of the forehead but you might also see a series of 

horizontal lines coming in towards the head from either side of the head band 

especially on the right-hand side. There is a little freckle or birth mark just between the 

eyebrows and these are all the details that I like to add in as we go.  

 

As you work your forehead you can use the (FC) White and (FC) Cold Grey I to 

burnish areas and fill the tooth in a little more and then, if you find the lines that you 

have rendered disappear then pop them back in once you are happy with your 

burnishing. Be sure to use the (FC) Cold Grey II and III to blend the skin as you get 

closer to the eyebrows. 

 

The other thing you might notice if you study the above progress image very closely is 

that I have added very tiny lines to both upper eyelids. They look like a series of very 

fine wavy lines. I used the (PV) Black and a very gentle hand to add those in. 
 
 

The Nose 
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Now we start to work our way down the face. Once again, I take the (CDL) and apply a 

base layer of white to the lightest parts of the nose. (PV) Black is then used to carefully 

mark out the nostrils and nose shadows. The (FC) Black is used with firm pressure to 

fill in the shadows within the nostrils. Notice how the grey used either side of the nose 

is a warmer grey (FC) Warm Grey III but in the next image, you can see that it appears 

a cooler grey after further burnishing with (FC) Cold Grey IV and V. The very tip of 

the nose has been shaded using (PV) and tiny circular strokes and then the rest of the 

nose has been shaded using a mix of (FC) Cold Grey II and III. There are some white 

pores evident at the top between the eyes and these were added in using a sharp (FC) 

White.  

 

In the next image we use all the greys available to us and work though the different 

grades to give a seamless but shaded look to the nose. Most of the white on the nose 

has been burnished over with the (FC) Cold Grey I so that it is no longer pure white. 

The flares of the nostrils have been burnished using (FC) Cold Grey II. If you look 

closely at the top right of the nose and just inside the left eye, you can see a slight 

blemish, and this is rendered by using the (FC) White and pressing firmly into the 

pencil pigment and it is then given a small curved shadow underneath with the (FC) 

Cold Grey III. 
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The Mouth 
 

We now move down to the mouth and before adding any red to the mouth we want to 

establish our values and add in the details and shadow. The first use the (FC) and 

(CDL) Whites to add the highlight along the upper lip and the highlight that runs across 

the right middle lower tooth. We then use the (FC) Cold Grey V and render some 

shadows to both the upper and lower lips. You can also see that I have used this grey to 

add some preliminary shadows to the right cheek. (PV) Black is then used to carefully 

outline the teeth and lips area. Then use your (FC) Black and a firm pressure to render 

the dark shadows both within the mouth and under the lower lip.  

 

In this next step use the (FC) and (CDL) Whites to draw in the highlight along the 

lower lip using a series of vertical lines. There are also subtle highlights either side of 

the upper lip as well. Once you have marked in the highlights, use the (FC) Deep Red 

and lightly colour over all the lips avoiding the highlight along the lower lip. If you 

look closely, you will see that I have added a second layer of (FC) Deep Red to the 

upper lip and the tooth is starting to fill in. I have also used a combination of (FC) Cold 

Grey II and (FC) Cold Grey III to shade the teeth in. There are highlights along the 

base of the two upper teeth but these highlights aren’t as bright as the one along the 

bottom tooth and so I added these highlights with the (PV) and (FC) Whites after the 

teeth had been shaded with grey. 
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In the image above, you can see how burnishing with (FC) White has smoothed the lips 

and given a more seamless transition between the red of the lips and the white 

highlight. Sharpen the tip of your (FC) white and carefully mark a highlight along the 

creases of the lower lip. On the right-hand side of the lower lip the highlight will be to 

the right of the crease and on the left-hand side the highlights will be to the left of the 

crease. There are a couple of small highlights on the base of the lip just above the 

shadow and there are a couple of areas on the lower lip where you can see darker 

markings so add those in with the (FC) Deep Red.  
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The red on the upper lip is intensified using further layers of (FC) Deep Red and then 

(CDL) Crimson Alizarin for the richest red areas. As you intensify the red on the upper 

and lower lips, you will also want to deepen and darken your shadows using (FC) Cold 

Grey V and VI and even a touch of black. 

 

The image below will give you a better idea how the mouth should look once you have 

deepened your shadows and intensified the reds. Use the (FC) and (CDL) Whites to 

add in the highlights either side of the mouth and there are also a couple of highlights 

than can be drawn using horizontal lines in the middle of the top of the upper lip. 

 

 

The Jaw 
 

Once you are happy with your lips then you can start to render the darker shadows 

around the jaw line. You can see how roughly I apply my first layers in the image 

below. Even though our reference is in black and white, the shadows between the nose 

and upper lip appear warmer to me and these were rendered using (FC) Warm Grey III 

and (FC) Warm Grey IV. The darker shadows just beneath the nose and around the jaw 

were shaded using (FC) Warm Grey IV and (FC) Cold Grey V. There are some little 

highlights just below the shadow underneath the lip and these are a series of horizontal 

lines added in using the (FC) White. 
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In next image a further two to three layers of pencil have been added getting 

increasingly darker towards the central shadow on the cheek. Work from the mid-range 

of greys, constantly overlapping and reworking areas and then gradually add your 

darker greys until you get to the darkest sections and these areas are a combination of 

(FC) Payne’s Grey and (FC) Black. The skin between the nose, mouth and cheek has 

had extra layers of (FC) Warm Grey III and (FC) Cold Grey IV added. As you get close 

the lip use (FC) Cold Grey I and II to burnish over the highlights at the side of the 

upper lip. If your highlights disappear altogether then go over them with the (FC) 

White again. There are tiny little lines that radiate out from the nostril and these are 

added in using the (PV) Black and a very light pressure (1).  

 

Continue working your way around the jaw line adjusting your greys as you go. If you 

are ever in doubt as to whether you tonal values are correct then it can be helpful to 

take a black and white photo of your artwork and compare it to the reference photo. 
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The Neck 

 

In this artwork, you can see how the jaw and chin look after multiple layers of the 

various greys are used and burnished into each other. Once you are happy with your 

chin and cheeks, we then move down to the next and background. On the right hand 

side, you can see how roughly I add in my first layers of black. I also used black under 

the chin area but because I didn’t want this to be an opaque black, I then went over it 

with the (FC) Payne’s grey and (FC) Cold Grey VI so that the overall look was dark 

but not a stark black. The background on the left-hand side had had further layers of 

(FC) Black applied with a heavy hand. The shoulders have been rendered using a 

combination of (FC) Warm Grey II and III and then as you get closer to the black areas 

shift to (FC) Cold Grey IV and VI.  
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The Headband 
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There are two things to note about this progress image. I rarely use any kind of solvent 

but rendering black backgrounds is one of those exceptions. Blotchy and uneven black 

backgrounds are so frustrating and become even more evident once you scan your 

piece. I didn’t achieve anywhere near the depth or evenness of black that I would have 

liked when rendering my background, I rarely do. Some of the softer blacks such as the 

Prismacolor, Derwent Drawing and even Luminance Black can give a opaquer look 

with multiple layers but you will also need to watch for wax bloom. You can get a 

better black if you use several colours as a base for your black such as Dark Indigo and 

Burnt Carmine but because this portrait is predominantly black and white, I have stuck 

to using black. The background did scan quite blotch when I first did the heavy 

application of (FC) Black but was helped somewhat by applying a thin coat of Gamsol 

Odorless Mineral Spirits. Once that thoroughly dries you can then go back and add 

more black for an even more opaque black but in this case, I left it. 

 

The second thing you will work on in this image is mapping out all the textures for our 

headband. The first thing I did was to mark in all the highlights with the (FC) White 

and I then used the (PV) Black to outline all the various sections and stripes of the 

headband, studying the shapes and textures and very roughly drawing them in. Next, I 

took the (FC) Black and drew in the darker shadows and outlines. Once you are happy 

with that, you can touch up some of the shadows and markings on the hat using a range 

of mid tone greys.  

 

Once you are happy with the overall tonal values, textures and outlines of your hat, you 

then take the (FC) Deep Red followed by the (CDL) Crimson Alizarin and roughly 

colour over the whole head band. The next step is to use your (FC) and (CD) Whites, 

the (PV) and (FC) Blacks and to add back in the highlights and shadows, smoothing 

some sections, giving texture to others. The image below gives you a comparison of the 

before (on the right) and the after (on the left). You don’t need to be too precise or 

accurate with your placement of detail, shadows and highlights as it is the overall look 

we are after. 
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When working with oil-based pencils such as the Polychromos, I mostly don’t worry about  

 

using any fixative. If you prefer to dull some of the sheen created by the coloured pencils, 

or if you have used heavy layers of wax-based pencils such as the Prismacolors then you 

can apply several thin coats of your favourite workable fixative. Occasionally, I have 

applied a few light coats of a spray varnish as well, but this really isn’t necessary, 

especially if you will be framing behind glass. 

 

I hope you have enjoyed working through this tutorial and please don’t hesitate to contact 

me if you have any questions or problems. 

 

Happy Drawing! 
 

Final Artwork 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 
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